The BRON 275 Mulcher is the right machine to tackle jobs such as right of way clearing for seismic
lines, electric and power lines, pipelines, clearing for commercial sites, recreational trails, golf
courses, building lots, and forestry fireguards!

FEATURES
ERGONOMIC DESIGN
Pressurized cab has joystick steering & seating
designed for operator
comfort with height,
headrest & seat tilt
adjustments & air-ride
suspension to eliminate
operator fatigue.

TILTING CAB, LEXAN
& ROPS/FOPS/OPS
1¼” Lexan™ windshield protects the operator from high speed
debris. ROPS, FOPS, &
OPS certified for added
safety. Tilting cab for
easy access.

OSCILLATING TRACK
FRAME

REMOVABLE BELLY
PANS

Frames pivot freely with
heavy-duty chain guides
for constant surface
contact & maximum
traction. Wide tracks add
stability & floatation in
sensitive environments.

For easy cleanout &
service with recessed
fasteners for a smooth
underside.

SERVICE LIGHTS

COLD START & LOW
RUNNING TEMP

An LED light is located
within the engine bay
with an additional LED
light underneath the cab
for better visibility during
service & maintenance.

Intake manifold grid
pre-heat warms the
engine while oversized
heat exchangers & a
proportional fan circuit
cool as needed.

OPTIONS
LED LIGHTS

FIRE SUPPRESSION

HYDRAULIC WINCH

1200 Lumen, 6 on the
front & 2 on the back or
high output of 2500
Lumen also available.

Minimize damage &
increase safety in the
unexpected event of a
fire.

DP Winch or Warn Winch
are available.

REAR-VIEW CAMERA

FRONT WINDOW
GUARD

CAB AIR CHUCK

The rear-view camera
reduces the need to
look over your shoulder,
allowing you to focus on
the task at hand!

The front window
guard protects the front
window from large
branches.

MULCHER SPECIFICATIONS
Operating Weight with Head - lbs (kg) 27,500 (12,473)
Overall Width - in. (mm)		
94” (2387)
Overall Height - in. (mm)		
122” (3099)
Overall Length - in. (mm)		
180” (4572)
Cab				
Tilting cab with climate control (ROPS, FOPS & OPS)
Steering				Joystick control
Engine Make & Model		
Caterpillar® C7 Acert
Emissions Certified			
Tier III
Rating				2200 rpm
Power - hp (KW)			
275 (205)
Torque - ft.lbs.			927				
Fuel Tank Capacity - U.S. Gal. (L)
100 (360)
Ground Pressure with Head - psi (kPa) 3.5 (24.1)
Ground Clearance - in. (mm)		
19” (483)			
Undercarriage			
D3 (D4 optional)
Suspension			
Oscillating track frames
Travel Speed - mph (kph)		
3.6 (5.7)

Compressed air lines to
make maintenance &
clean up easier.

